CASE IH
WORKWEAR
BY DICKIES

BEING A STEP AHEAD
Our most popular overall is just what you need to get the job done. A highly durable and extremely
practical coverall, complete with numerous pockets for tools and essentials. Plus the full back
elastication and addition of some knee pads, means you’ll be comfortable all day long.

Zip Front Coverall
Redhawk
65% Poly / 35% Cotton
260gm² | R/T 36-54
Relaxed fit

CAS4839RD CAS4839BK
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1 Two way metal zip front
with studded
over placket
2 Double pencil pocket on
sleeve
3 Two zipped chest pockets
4 Two swing pockets with
side access
5 Knee pad pockets
6 Tool pocket and rule
pocket
7 Full back elastication
and an action back
8 Two large back patch
pockets, one zipped

MAKES FARMING EASY
With true Dickies quality and full of functional features the bib & brace boasts adjustable shoulder straps, an elasticated back for comfort,
bottom-loading knee pad pockets (compatible with Dickies Knee Pads) and multiple pockets including chest, back, ruler, phone and hip
pockets everything you need while out on the farm.

The inner fleece and outer
jacket can be separated
on this garment to suit the
weather conditions or simply
your preference for that
day. The outer jacket has a
concealed adjustable hood for
extra protection in rain or poor
weather conditions and also
has a low level of waterproof
capability for light to medium
showers (2000mm).

3 - 1 Abbott
Jacket

CAS10500 | 100% Poly
190T | S - XXXL

1 Bottom loading knee pad
pockets.
2 Adjustable straps.
3 Chest pocket.
4 Elasticated back.
5 Hip pockets.
6 Back pockets.
7 Ruler pocket.
8 Phone pocket.

1 Bottom loading knee pad pockets.
2 Sealable cargo pockets.
3 Two hip pockets.
4 Sealable back pockets.
5 Phone pocket.
6 Button fastening on waistband.

Everyday
Bib & Brace

Everyday
Trouser

CASED24BB | 65% Poly /
35% Cotton
240gm² | R/T 30-46 Reg
Length Only
Relaxed fit
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CASED247S/R/T | 65% Poly / 35% Cotton
140gm² | R/T 28-48 | Relaxed fit
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AN EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP
Our new Case IH Bespoke Coveral is a classic, no-nonsense silhouette.
Reflective piping, back logo and red contrast sleeves has been built for the grind of the
everyday working life.

1 Black with red contrast
trim,stitching &
reflective piping.
2 Concealed front zip &
stud fastening
3 Stand collar with
concealed Velcro
adjuster
4 Stand collar with
adjuster with CASEiH
logo on collar
5 Velcro adjustable cuff
6 Side waist elastication
7 Two swing pockets with
side access

Case IH Bespoke
Coveral

CAS4840 | 65% Poly / 35%
Cotton | 245gm² | S-4XL
Relaxed fit
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Dickies Thinsulate Watch Hat
is ideal for the cold climates;
the knitted watch cap has a
thinsulate lining which is a
lightweight, thermal insulation
which helps to keep you warm.

The Dickies Cambridge Jacket
is a highly breathable product,
designed to withstand harsh
and wet weather conditions.
With a PU waterproof coating
to the fabric and all seams
being stitched and tape
welded, it offers excellent
protection from the elements.
The polyester lining gives
you the added bonus of extra
warmth. The hood is concealed
and a storm flap covers the
main front zip to offer extra
wet weather coverage.

Beannie
Hat

Jacket
Cambridge

CASHA180 | 100% Knitted
Acrylic | One Size Fits All

1 Waterproof fabric to 8,000mm
and breathable to 800mvp
2 Reflective piping
Zip guard
3 Internal hem adjusters
4 Adjustable cuffs
5 Zipped chest pockets
6 Drawcord adjustable hood
7 Zipped side pockets

Softshell Jacket
Two Tone

CAS7010 | 94% Poly / 6% Elast.
320gm² | S - XXXL | Relaxed fit

CAS23700 | 100% Poly
3000mm waterproof
3000mvp breathable
160gm² | S - XXL | Relaxed fit
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YKK™ zip front
Two hip pockets
Gusset at crotch
Two back pockets
Cargo pocket reinforced with CORDURA®
Ruler pocket
CORDURA® top loading knee pad pockets
Side elasticated adjustable waistband
Reflective heat seal chevron
CORDURA® hemguard
When used in combination with Dickies SA70
knee pad, this trouser conforms to
EN ISO 13688:2013 and EN 14404:2004 +A1:2010

GDT Premium
Trouser

CAS4901 | 98% Cotton / 2% Lycra
275gm² | 28-46 R | Relaxed fit
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1 Tipping on collar and cuff

Polo
Two Tone

CAS2004 | 100% Cotton
200gm² | S - XXXL | Relaxed fit

5 Panel
Baseball Cap

CASBB15C | 100% Knitted
Acrylic 160gm² | One Size
Baseball Cap
1 Two hip pockets
2 Button fastening
3 Velcro fastening cargo pocket
with integrated mobile phone
pocket
4 Two back pockets
5 Ruler pocket on right leg

Everyday
Shorts

CAS247SH | 65% Poly / 35%
Cotton 240gm² | 28-48 W
Relaxed fit
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1 Contrast colour sleeves
2 Raglan sleeve

T-Shirt
Two Tone

CAS2007 | 100% Cotton
180gm² | S - XXXL
Relaxed fit

1 Tipping on collar and cuff

Hi Vis
Vest

CAS22010 | 100% knitted
polyester tricot 120gm²
S - XXXXL | Relaxed fit

This safety boot/hiker
compliments this clothing range
for a full uniform solution. With
steel in the toe-cap & midsole for
all round protection, these work
boots have an outsole that is nonmarking, slip resistant to SRC
standards and both fuel &
oil resistant.

Everyday
Safety Boot

FA24/7B | Suede & mesh | 3-14 UK
EN ISO 20345:2011 S1-P SRC
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The Dickies Loudon Jacket has
a lightly padded body, with
contrast fabric sleeves. This
modern style, with contrast
zip, has proven to be incredibly
popular over autumn & winter
months. This work jacket will
provide warmth during colder
seasons.

THERE, WHEN YOU NEED IT THE MOST
Weather you’re meeting clients, harvesting the sugar beat or ploughing the field: in spring, summer and autumn farm work
guarentees long days in a vary of temperatures. With our action back pleats and adjustable hem you’ll have maximum freedom of
movement while keeping you covered in this stylish Dickies Everyday Jacket.

Jacket
Loudon

CAS36000 | Main: 100% Poly
63gsm | Contrast: 94% Poly /
6% Elast. | 280gm²
XS - XXXL | Slim fit

1 Micro fleece fabric for warmth
2 Thumb hole on cuff
3 Close fit ideal for layering

Micro Fleece
Two Tone

CAS7011| 100% Poly
260gm² | S - XXXL | Relaxed fit
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1 Chest pocket
2 Velcro adjustable cuffs
3 Two hip pockets
4 Adjustable hem
5 Action back pleats

Jacket
Everyday 24/7

CASED247JK | 100% Poly
240gm² | XS - XXXL
Relaxed fit
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The Waterproof Padded
Overall is ideal for the
rugged, wet conditions as
an all in one waterproof
garment. The heavy
duty overall keeps you
warm and dry, with a
drawcord adjustable hood
in addition to adjustable
cuffs and hems; providing
all round weather
protection when you need
it most.

Padded
Waterproof
Coverall

CAS15000 | 100% Poly
160gm² | XS - XXXL
Relaxed fit
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The Dickies, Case iH Fleece is
a great, sturdy top that you are
going to love. Simple, rugged
and warm. With woolly sherpa
lining, knitted cuffs and hem
and zipping right up to cover
your neck, it will keep you
snug - no doubt!

Fleece

CAS89000 | Main: 100% Poly
Contrast: 100% nylon
540gm² | S - XXXL | Relaxed fit

1 Drop shoulder
2 Ribbed hem and cuff

SWEATSHIRT

CAS11125 | 85% Cotton / 15% Poly
280gm² | S - XXXXL | Relaxed fit
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A fantastic jacket, containing
elements of breathabaility and
waterproofing to ensure full
suitability in adverse weather
conditions. This jacket has two
zipped pockets to the front and
comes with adjustable cuffs and
elasticated draw cord to hem,
making it extremely functional
and adaptable to your
requirements.

FOXTON
LADIES JACKET

CAS8000 | 94% poly / 6% spandex
320gm² | S = 10 / M = 12 /
L = 14 / XL = 16 / XXL = 18

lightly padded gilet for when you
need that extra layer but still
want freedom of movement. This
is a new for 2018, modern style,
with contrast waterproof zip also
features an internal mobile phone
pocket and an adjustable hem.

GILET
LOUDON

CAS36001 | Main: 100% Poly
Contrast: 94% Poly / 6%
elastane 280gm² | S - XXXL
Relaxed fit
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This Oxford Weave Long Sleeved
Shirt is a smart, practical cut with
all the features of a classic shirt.
A button down collar with a chest
pocket makes this ideal for all
business trades. This smart design is
suitable for everyone and perfect for
uniforms.

LONG SLEEVE
SHIRT

CAS64200 | 60 Cotton / 40% Poly
135gm² | XS - XXXL | Relaxed fit

1 One chest pocket.
2 Button down collar.
3 Short sleeves.

SHORT SLEEVE
SHIRT

SH64250 | 60 Cotton / 40% Poly
135gm² | XS - XXXL | Relaxed fit
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THE LADIES POLO
Sometimes traveling to farms can be as arduous as working them. Made from the classic cotton polyester mix, the ladies fitted
polo goes nearly anywhere and pairs with nearly anything. It readily adapts to changes in your travel itineraries, as well as
changes in the weather conditions so you can enjoy the whole journey.

Ladies Long Sleeve Oxford shirt is
smart and practical, suitable for
the office and a range of trades.
The Ladies Oxford features an
inverted pleat to provide ease of
movement, leaving you feeling
comfortable all day

LONG SLEEVE
BLOUSE

CAS64300 | 60 Cotton / 40% Poly
135gm² | 8-24 | Relaxed fit

1 Inverted pleat in back for
ease of movement
2 Rounded hem

SHORT SLEEVE
BLOUSE

CAS64300 | 60 Cotton / 40%
Poly 135gm² | 8-24 | Relaxed fit
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1 Three button front placket detail.
2 Short sleeves.
3 Ladies fit.

LADIES
POLO

CAS21600 | 65% Poly / 35%
Cotton 200gm² | 8-10 /
12-14 / 16-18 | Ladies fit
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FOR OUR LITTLE CASE IH FANS
Our most popular overall is just what your little ones need to get the job done. A highly durable and
extremely practical coverall, complete with numerous pockets for toys and essentials. Plus the
full back elastication means your little one can look the part all day long.

Zip Front Coverall
Redhawk Junior
CAS4839 | 65% Poly /
35% Cotton
260gm² | R/T 36-54 |
Relaxed fit
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1 Two zipped chest pockets
2 Pencil pocket on left
sleeve
3 Two way metal zip
front with studded over
placket
4 Tunnel waistband
5 Two swing pockets with
side access
6 Two large back pockets,
one zipped
7 Rule pocket on right leg
Full back elastication
8 Action back

KIDS BESPOKE COVERALL
Our new Deluxe Coverall is just what your little ones want to look the part. Reflective piping, back logo
and red contrast sleeves will make them feel part of the team hard at work.

1 Black with red contrast trim,
stitching & reflective piping.
2 Concealed front zip & stud
fastening
3 Two chest pockets with
fastening
4 Stand collar with adjuster
with CASEiH logo on collar
5 Knitted ribbed cuff
6 Side waist elastication
7 Two swing pockets with side
access

Kids Bespoke Coverall

CAS4840| 65% Poly / 35% Cotton
260gm² | Relaxed fit | Size Range:
1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12,13-14
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Printed on 100% recycled paper
using 100% renewable energy
and vegetable based inks
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